CHAMPION DECENT WORK AND
JUSTICE FOR WORKERS ALL ALONG
THE FOOD CHAIN

WHAT IS EAT THINK VOTE?
Eat Think Vote is a non-partisan campaign, gathering community members living coastto-coast-to-coast to speak with federal candidates ahead of the upcoming election. This
backgrounder, and other policy backgrounders are based on Growing resilience and
equity, Food Secure Canada’s food policy action. It is grounded in the analysis and policy
proposals of civil society food movement actors across the country, and situated within
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) Framework. This page highlights the
intersections between the policy issues and the SDGs.

CONTEXT:
DECENT WORK, AND FOOD JUSTICE
Workers all along the food chain (including farmers, labourers, migrant workers,
processors, delivery and retail workers) have been facing ongoing personal risk since
the beginning of the pandemic to ensure a steady food supply for Canadians. While
enabling public recognition of their essential role in Canada’s food security, Covid-19
highlighted the long-standing unacceptable working conditions1 experienced by
workers along the food chain including: low pay (in some cases lower than the
government's emergency benefits); lack of access to sick pay and other benefits;
harsh and unsafe living and working conditions, and precarious employment terms.
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Temporary foreign workers experience particular vulnerability, as they experience
isolation, racism and discrimination, and lack of status.
The widespread societal recognition of the essential roles and contributions of food
workers is an opportunity to extend justice and uphold rights all along the food chain.
Importantly, the crisis should not be used to justify changes in the food system that
reduce reliance on human workers (e.g., drone delivery, increased automation and
digitisation in fields and warehousing, etc.), without democratic public interest
oversight, and the participation and agreement of workers in potential identification
of alternative decent work opportunities. With the clear frontline contributions food
workers have made to maintaining the food system, this is a moment to double down
on valuing food workers, and to build policy that protects them from being replaced by
machines and artificial intelligence.
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POLICY PRIORITIES
Support civil society and labour-led campaigns for decent pay and conditions for
every Canadian and international worker along the food chain, whether unionized
or not, recognising that women and racialized communities experience multiple
layers of discrimination;
Support campaigns led by migrant workers and their allies to realise their specific
demands, including fully open work permits, access to healthcare and benefits,
and permanent residency status upon arrival; and
Ensure that the rights and roles of food chain workers are properly valued and
protected in future plans to bolster and protect the food supply (e.g., in reviewing
plans for increased use of data, automation and digitisation in the food supply).

QUESTIONS FOR
CANDIDATES
What steps will you take, if elected, to make sure that the workers who
grow, process, transport, cook, serve, sell and deliver our food all have
decent pay and conditions?
What policy measures will you support to protect the rights of migrant
workers, many of whom are working in food production, processing
and delivery?
Will you support permanent residence upon arrival, including for farm
workers?

